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ILLUMINATED DISPLAY HAVING TWO SINGLE-COLORED LIGHT SOURCES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/538,489, filed on January 22, 2004.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to vehicle displays and, more particularly, to a vehicle display that utilizes two light sources to illuminate the vehicle display with a color that is within a predetermined color tolerance.

Modern vehicles typically include numerous illuminated displays in the vehicle interior such as on the instrument cluster, for example, that communicate information to a driver. Typically, an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) specifies particular colors of the various displays. Often the specified color is characteristic of the OEM such that it distinguishes the vehicle of the OEM from vehicles of other OEMs.

Typically, the lighted vehicle displays utilize a light bulb that generates the specified color. A colored light bulb, for example, may be positioned behind the vehicle display to illuminate the vehicle display with the specified color. Alternatively, a white light bulb and a color filter may be used to generate the specified color.

Light bulbs may present numerous problems when used in vehicle displays. Light bulbs are relatively large in size and therefore require a significant amount of space in the vehicle display. Light bulbs also periodically burn out and require maintenance to replace the light bulb. Colored light bulbs are also limited in that the colored light emitted is not variable and the vehicle display therefore may only be illuminated with a single color emitted by the colored light bulb. This limits the ability of a supplier to achieve the exact color specified by an OEM. Additionally, for vehicle displays that utilize a light filter, the light filter often muffles the intensity and brightness of the vehicle display and may make the vehicle display difficult to see for the driver or passenger.
Other conventional vehicle displays utilize at least three light sources, such as a red, green, and blue light source to generate the specified color or colors required by an OEM. One drawback of using three light sources is that the three light sources may require a significant amount of space in the vehicle display, making the vehicle display bulky in size. Additionally, more light sources increase the number of components and add to the expense of the vehicle display. More compact and less expensive vehicle displays are desirable.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

An exemplary vehicle display includes two colored light sources that are operatively connected to a circuit board. Each of the two colored light sources emits a colored light that mixes to form a desired colored display light that illuminates a vehicle graphic. The desired colored display light is within a predetermined color tolerance.

In one example, an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) specifies a target color in terms of unitless X and Y color coordinates. The target color distinguishes the vehicle from other vehicles that are manufactured by other OEMs. The predetermined color tolerance around the target color is ±0.05 for each of the unitless X and Y color coordinates and light from the two colored light sources mixes to produce the desired colored display light within the ±0.05 predetermined color tolerance.

In another example, the predetermined color tolerance around the target color is ±0.02 for each of the unitless X and Y color coordinates and light from the two colored light sources mixes to produce the desired colored display light within the ±0.02 predetermined color tolerance.

In another example, the vehicle display includes a diffuser between the two colored light sources and the vehicle graphic. The diffuser scatters and mixes the colored light emitted from the two colored light sources.

In another example, a housing of the display includes an inclined reflective surface that extends over the two colored light sources. The inclined reflective surface reflects the colored light from the two colored light sources onto angled surfaces in the vehicle display. The angled surfaces reflect the colored light from the
inclined reflective surface to mix the colored light and provide the desired colored display light that illuminates the graphic.

The exemplary compact vehicle displays utilize two colored light sources to illuminate a vehicle graphic and achieve a small size without incurring added expenses associated with using more than two light sources.

The various features and advantages of this invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description of the currently preferred embodiment. The drawings that accompany the detailed description can be briefly described as follows.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Figure 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an example vehicle display.

Figure 2 illustrates one example of a range of colors that the two colored light sources can generate.

Figure 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of another example vehicle display including a diffuser.

Figure 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of another example vehicle display, including an inclined reflective surface.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

Figure 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an example display 10. This example is useful in a vehicle instrument cluster, heating-ventilating-air-conditioning control, or radio in a motorized vehicle, for example. The display 10 includes a graphic 12, such as a letter, picture, or other graphic that communicates information to a driver or passenger of the vehicle. In other examples, the display 10 may include multiple, spaced-apart graphics 12.

A housing 14 supports the graphic 12. The housing 14 is associated with a circuit board 16. Two single-colored light sources 18, 20 are operatively connected to the circuit board 16 and emit light into the housing 14. The light sources 18, 20 each produce a different color light compared to each other.

In one example, the two colored light sources 18, 20 are light emitting diodes (LEDs) that each emits a colored light 22, 24. The colored light 22 of the colored
light source 18 is different than the colored light 24 of the other colored light source 20. The colored lights 22, 24 mix in the housing 14 to produce a desired color of light 26. The desired color of light 26 illuminates the vehicle graphic 12.

A controller 29 controls the two colored light sources 18, 20. In one example, the controller 29 selectively controls an intensity of each of the two colored light sources 18, 20. The controller 29 changes the intensities of the two colored light sources 18, 20 to illuminate the vehicle graphic 12 with one of at least three different desired colors using known techniques. That is, the controller 29 intensifies one of the two colored light sources 18 relative to the other to produce a first color; intensifies the other of the two colored light sources 20 to produce a second color; and intensifies the two colored light sources 18, 20 equally to produce a third color. The choice of intensities depends on the colors of the light sources and the desired color of light 26 using known color relationships and known control techniques.

Figure 2 illustrates one example color range 30 of a plurality of potentially desired colors that the two colored light sources 18, 20 can generate. The color range 30 is depicted on a known C.I.E. 1931 chromaticity diagram and includes green portions 32, yellow portions 34, and red portions 36. The color range 30 is narrower than a range 38, for example, of a known three light system (e.g. a combination of red, green, and blue light sources). The example display 10 functionally requires only a few desired colors, for example green, yellow, or red, which are included in the range 30. Therefore, using the two colored light sources 18, 20 to generate the desired color of light 26 from within the color range 30 does not detract from the functionality of the vehicle display 10. Selecting a more narrow color spectrum and only two light sources to realize colors within that spectrum reduces the amount of components and provides cost savings compared to arrangements relying on three or more light sources.

In one example, the controller 29 controls the two colored light sources 18, 20 with selected intensities such that the light emitted by the two colored light sources 18, 20 mixes to produce a color corresponding to the desired color within a predetermined color tolerance. As is known, the C.I.E. 1931 chromaticity diagram and known transformations of such diagrams provide graphical and mathematical
representations of color as perceived by a standard observer having a two-degree field of observation. The desired color of light 26 may therefore be expressed as unitless X and Y color coordinates in accordance with the C.I.E. 1931 chromaticity diagram.

In one example, an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) specifies a target or desired color, which is expressed in terms unitless of X and Y color coordinates. The target color corresponds to the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) of a vehicle in which the display 10 operates. The target color may be unique to an OEM to distinguish a vehicle from other vehicles that are manufactured by other OEMs.

The predetermined color tolerance around the target color is ± 0.05 for each of the X and Y color coordinates. That is, the unitless X color coordinate of the desired color of light 26 is within ± 0.05 of the unitless X color coordinate of the target color and the Y color coordinate of the desired color of light 26 is within ± 0.05 of the unitless Y coordinate of the target color. In one example, an average individual will detect little or no color variation between the illuminated color and the desired color light when a ± 0.05 tolerance is achieved.

Light from the two colored light sources 18, 20 mixes in the housing 14 to produce the desired color of light 26 within the ± 0.05 predetermined color tolerance, and therefore may provide the benefit of meeting the vehicle display 10 color requirements of the OEM without incurring added size and expense associated with using three or more light sources. Moreover, such tight tolerances are not possible with known displays using three or more light sources.

In another example, the target light specification is even more stringent and is within ± 0.02 for each of the unitless X and Y color coordinates. That is, an X color coordinate and Y color coordinate of the desired color of light 26 are each within ± 0.02 of the unitless X color coordinate and unitless Y color coordinate of the target color. In one example, an average individual will not detect a color variation between the illuminated color of the graphic 12 and the desired color of light 26 when using a ± 0.02 tolerance.
Figure 3 is another example display 10'. The display 10' includes a diffuser 40, such as a translucent layer of plastic material, between the two colored light sources 18, 20 and the graphic 12. The diffuser 40 scatters and mixes the colored light 22, 24 emitted from the two colored light sources 18, 20.

In one example, the diffuser 40 reflects at least some of the colored light 22, 24 off of an interior surface 42 towards the two colored light sources 18, 20 and transmits colored light 22, 24 to produce desired color of light 26 for illuminating the graphic 12. Although the colored light 22, 24 may mix without using the diffuser 40, the diffuser 40 may advantageously provide more even distribution of the desired color of light 26.

Figure 4 illustrates another example display 10". The housing 14 of the display 10" includes an inclined reflective surface 50 that extends directly over the two colored light sources 18, 20. The inclined reflective surface 50 reflects the colored light 22, 24 from the two colored light sources toward a channel 52.

The channel 52 distributes the reflected colored light 22, 24 over an area 54 that includes perpendicular surfaces 56, 58 and an angled surface 60. The reflected colored light 22, 24 from the inclined reflective surface 40 reflects off of the perpendicular surfaces 56, 58 and angled surface 60. Reflecting the colored light 22, 24 in the housing 14 mixes the colored light 22, 24 to produce the desired color of light 26, which illuminates the graphic 12.

The exemplary compact displays 10 utilize two colored light sources 18, 20 to illuminate the graphic 12 and achieve a small size without incurring added expenses associated with using more than two light sources.

Although a preferred embodiment of this invention has been disclosed, a worker of ordinary skill in this art would recognize that certain modifications would come within the scope of this invention. For that reason, the following claims should be studied to determine the true scope and content of this invention.
CLAIMS

1. A display comprising:
   a display that shows a desired color of light; and
   two single-colored light sources selected to produce light corresponding to
   said desired color of light when light from only said two colored light sources mix.

2. The display as recited in claim 1, wherein said two light sources produce said
   light within a predetermined color tolerance of said desired color of light.

3. The display as recited in claim 2, wherein said desired color of light is
   expressible in unitless X and Y color coordinates in a chromaticity diagram and said
   predetermined color tolerance for each of the unitless X and Y color coordinates is ±
   0.05 of coordinates for the desired color of light.

4. The display as recited in claim 2, wherein said desired color of light is
   expressible in unitless X and Y color coordinates in a chromaticity diagram and said
   predetermined color tolerance for each of the unitless X and Y color coordinates is ±
   0.02 of coordinates for the desired color of light.

5. The display as recited in claim 1, wherein at least one of said two colored
   light sources is a light emitting diode.

6. The display as recited in claim 1, comprising a housing that directs light
   from said two light sources onto a portion of the display comprising a vehicle
   graphic, said housing including an angled extension extending over said two colored
   light sources, and said angled extension including a reflective surface facing said
   two colored light sources for mixing light from said two colored light sources.

7. The display as recited in claim 1, wherein said display comprises a vehicle
   graphic and including a diffuser located between said two colored light sources and
   said vehicle graphic.
8. A method of illuminating a display, comprising:
   selecting a color spectrum from within a broader color spectrum that includes
   a plurality of light colors, the selected color spectrum including at least one desired
   color of light;
   selecting two light sources capable of collectively producing the colors
   within the selected color spectrum within a selected tolerance; and
   controlling the selected light sources to illuminate the display with a color
   corresponding to the desired color of light within the selected tolerance.

9. The method of claim 8, including selectively powering at least one of the
   light sources to produce the light to illuminate the display.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the selected tolerance is expressible in terms
    of unitless coordinates on the selected color spectrum and the tolerance is within ±
    0.05 of the coordinates of the desired color.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein the selected tolerance includes an exact
    match between the corresponding color and the desired color.

12. An illuminated display, comprising:
    a graphic that is illuminated with a color corresponding to a desired color
    within a selected tolerance; and
    only two light sources capable of collectively producing colors within a
    selected color spectrum that includes the desired color, the light sources producing
    light that illuminates the graphic with the corresponding color.

13. The display of claim 12, including a controller that controls illumination
    from each of the light sources to selectively produce the light that provides the
    corresponding color.
14. The display of claim 12, wherein the selected tolerance is expressible in terms of unitless coordinates on the selected color spectrum and the tolerance is within $\pm 0.05$ of the coordinates of the desired color.

15. The display of claim 12, wherein the selected tolerance includes an exact match between the corresponding color and the desired color.